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Hello listeners, today I’m delighted to have

with us Dr Rosemarie Pearson, she’s a

director of Dialog and she’s based in

Sudbury in Sussex in the UK. Rosemarie is

an expert in food safety and designed the

level 2 Food Safety and Hygiene course

featured by Virtual College, accredited by

City and Guilds. Hello, Rosemary.

Morning.

Tell me a little bit about your background

and how you came to be designing courses

for Virtual College.

Well I worked in the food industry all my

working life and have done various jobs

working for companies in food. But in the

last 20 years I’ve spent my time delivering

and developing training and advising

businesses on food safety. I started my

work with Virtual College about 15 years

ago, I designed a special food safety course

and Virtual College wanted to use the

materials that I had developed to create an

online course. So I worked with the Virtual

College designers on the content and then

they did all the design work, graphic design

to achieve an absolutely outstanding online

food hygiene and safety course. 

Yes and I have to say listeners, I’ve had a

peep at it and it is absolutely brilliant. So

just going back then, when you say you

worked in the food industry all your life,

when you left school then what did you

actually do?

Well I did do a degree in food technology,

so that’s where it all came about.

So what I wanted to ask you today,

Rosemarie, I wanted to ask you some

general advice around food hygiene. So

imagine you’re a cake decorator at home

and you’re now expecting council

inspectors to come and have a look at

your kitchens. What would a council

inspector be looking or in regards to

personal hygiene and food?

What are inspectors looking for 
in my kitchen?

Well I think quite a number of things to do

with personal hygiene and it relates to your

own personal cleanliness, what protective

clothing you’re going to wear, hand washing

facilities which are very important and also

understanding that we can actually pass on

contamination when we’re ill with

something like food poisoning. It’s also

related to skin problems – wounds and

cuts. So it’s quite a range of things, most of

it is common sense but it’s just making sure

that you have all the facilities and you

understand it’s needed.

And nowadays, everybody should have a

certificate to show that they understand,

shouldn’t they? 

Do I need to have a certificate?

What the hygiene regulation require is that

everyone who handles food must have

some training so that’s where acquiring a

certificate is so important because it shows

you’ve actually done some training. But also,

most importantly, is that the environmental

health practitioner from the local authority

will come to see that you understand and

that you can comply with the hygiene

regulations.

Interestingly enough, when I asked my local

council if they could give me some heads

ups so that I could share with our listeners

as to what they would be looking for, they

said they couldn’t discuss it with me

because it was all so individual and they

looked at it on a case-by-case basis.

That’s absolutely right and it is about

whether your own facilities, your kitchens,
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are suitable to be registered. It is about

meeting the hygiene regulations so they’re

quite right to say that it is about the

individual circumstances.

So the law says…

What protective clothing should I wear?

In terms of if we just looked at a personal

cleanliness, it is about wearing suitable

clean clothing that is your own clothing

and wherever necessary wearing

protective clothing. The purpose of

protective clothing is that it’s protecting

the food from the person and not the

other way around. It could be quite

acceptable that somebody could wear an

apron which can be cleaned and washed. In

other circumstances it might be that they

should have an overall that can actually be

cleaned and washed and then an apron as

well. So it is about keeping those items

clean and regularly changing them so they

don’t become a problem in terms of

contaminating food.

Yes – so are there any overalls that you

specifically recommend – should it have the

sleeves on it? My mother used to have a

‘pinny’, she just had it round her middle. Are

there any sorts of aprons you should use?

When we actually look at where the

contamination comes from, the worst part

of the protective clothing is around the

middle at the front because that’s where

you touch. So having something that can

cover all of the front would be suitable. 

So what sort of facilities must a home

baker have in place in order to pass a food

safety inspection?

What facilities do I need in my kitchen?

Well this is obviously a very big question

because it is looking at the individual

circumstances but it is looking at the

kitchen to see that it’s actually suitable for

the purpose of cake making and decorating

and it must be clean and of course the thing

that comes into play in regulations is that it

has to be capable of being effectively

cleaned. This means suitable surfaces, things

are sealed correctly, that things can be

hygienic. It is difficult to actually say because

it’s a long list that you have to consider.

Do you know anything about worktops,

there was a fashion at one point where

people had wooden worktops and that

always astounded me because I thought

how can you actually clean those?

As soon as you think about that in terms

of a suitable material, wood, can it be

effectively cleaned and washed? And also

the other requirement with surfaces is

can it be hygienically cleaned in terms of

being disinfected? So if something is

absorbent then I can’t see that actually it

is suitable material.

So I’m wondering if somebody, I wouldn’t

think it was that common these days

because people have granite and marble, but

if somebody did have one of these wooden

kitchen tops I’m wondering if a home

inspector coming in would just say “no!”

I don’t think they would be very pleased

about it because it’s best to have something

that is smooth that is waterproof and that

can be effectively cleaned and washed. These

work surfaces made of granite, things like

that they can be cleaned and disinfected

correctly so they are a much better material.

So what about regulations regarding a

separate hand washing area and how can a

baker deal with this if they’ve actually only

got one kitchen sink, not everybody has a

downstairs cloakroom with a small bowl in

it. What do they do then?
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Do I need a separate sink for washing
my hands?

That’s usually the biggest problem a home

baker will face because obviously in our

homes we don’t have two separate sinks.

That’s one of the legal requirements that

there is a separate hand washing sink

which is only used for hand washing. And

it is there to avoid cross contamination and

the other sink is for washing up utensils

etc. This can cause quite a problem because

sometimes it has to be installed; you’ve got

to actually make changes in the kitchen.

If you’ve got a large sink and a little quarter

sink could you tell the inspector “well of

course I’ll wash my hands in the little

quarter sink and I use the big bowl for my

washing up?” We they believe you?

I don’t think they’d be that impressed

unfortunately. The thing is, the hand wash

sink has got to be within easy reach of the

preparation area. Sometimes in some

people’s kitchens I’ve seen it is a hand

washing sink which is in a different room

but it’s very close to the kitchen.

Some people are fortunate enough to have

a utility area next to the kitchen where the

washing machine is and everything and

they can pop out there but some houses,

the Victorian houses that just have a

kitchen and no downstairs cloakroom, no

space for a separate utility area

whatsoever, I’m not sure how they cope.

The best thing to do is to ask the local

authority, the local environmental health

authority to come and have a look. If

they’re serious about wanting to become

a home baker then get the environmental

health practitioner to come and have a

look and advise.

Yes because I can’t believe they actually

make everybody put in a second sink all

over the borough. 

It just depends on the circumstances.

Yes, so what would you recommend a cake

decorator do to prepare their kitchen

ready for a baking and decorating day?

How can I prepare my kitchen 
for baking?

I think that like any food preparation, before

we do anything, it is making sure that the

kitchen is clean and tidy and all the surfaces

have been cleaned and hygienically cleaned

– disinfected. All the clutter has been

removed so that that’s not going to cause

any contamination problems, make sure all

the bins are empty and cleaned and that no

other activity is going to take place in that

kitchen. I’m afraid it is banning other people

coming in and visiting you in the kitchen –

children etc. 

Dogs?

Well of course that is another problem 

for the hygiene regulation because

unfortunately dogs can carry contamination

so they should not be in a kitchen that’s

being used for preparing food for the public. 

I was just going to ask you, I know that

when you go to a restaurant and you see

them cleaning the tables they obviously

have industrial chemicals that they’re using

to clean the tables for the next people.

Have you got any recommendations for

what you would clean those surfaces with?

Obviously you can’t go to the warehouse

and buy the industrial cleaners as a

commercial cleaner but is there something

you can get off the shelf?

Yes you can get very good products in the

supermarkets, that’s no problem and when

you’re looking at just wiping down a surface
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then you can get some good sanitizers:

they’re usually on the bottle, colourless

liquids that you spray and wipe and

disinfect. Just wiping things down is okay if

surfaces are practically clean but what we

need to thoroughly clean a surface is to

wash it down with hot soapy water and

then if necessary go over with a

disinfectant so you go over with the

sanitizer or you could use something like

baby-sterilizing fluids because that’s just a

disinfectant – that could be another way.

Because I’m very aware with cake

decorating in particular, what you’re then

going to do is on to a cleaned and

disinfected work surface, you’re then going

to sprinkle with your sugar shaker

probably some icing sugar or powdered

sugar and then you’re going to put fondant

on top of a surface that’s had disinfectant

on it. Is that okay?

What you have to look at is the

disinfectant has to be suitable for food

surfaces, that’s an important issue and

always follow the manufacturer’s

instructions.

That’s what we need to look out for –

something that’s suitable for food surfaces,

when you’re in the supermarket. Obviously

the people listening to this probably

haven’t got a warehouse card for all the

cleaning materials as you would a

commercial cleaner. A food surface safety

cleaner, then.

Yes I think it’s just looking at these

sanitizers, the colourless liquids to be able

to put them on food.

Another strange question this one, have

you got a favourite rag you would use or

would  you use ones that you’d throw away

or else they harbour bacteria?

What kind of cloth should I be using
for cleaning my surfaces?

Fortunately, quite a lot of research has been

done in home hygiene and the dish cloth in

the kitchen is a nightmare so you’ve either

got to decide that you’re going to use the

cloth once then throw it away or if it’s a

reusable cloth then when you go to use it

it must be a clean and fresh cloth and once

you’ve used it it must be put to one side for

cleaning and disinfecting. 

If you put it through the washing machine,

I’m assuming that does the job?

Yes providing that the temperature’s right

because that’s the other problem with

washing machines these days because we’re

always trying to decrease the temperature

but if you use biological washing powders,

they do have some disinfectant in them so

again it’s just checking what it says on the

packet of washing powder.

Okay, so in order to kill the germs on a

cloth that you’ve cleaned your kitchen with,

what temperature should you be doing

your washing on? I’m guessing you’re not

going to say a cold wash?

No not a cold wash, a nice hot wash like 60

and above.

60 and above, okay. So put them in with

your towels then. So do you have any

advice about actually cooking cakes and the

safety there?

How can I bake cake safely 
and hygienically?

Yes I think what you have to look at here

within the cake category, you’ve got what’s

known as low risk and what’s known as

high risk and high risk cakes are those that

are going to be involved with cream. Things
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like cream gateaux and chocolate éclairs

– anything where whipped cream is put

into the cake. That would constitute a high

risk cake and that would have to be

stored chilled and kept chilled. Of course

there’s a greater chance, unfortunately, of

food poisoning bacteria being able to

grow in that kind of cake because of the

cream. Low risk cakes are cakes which can

be stored and sold at room temperature

so my advice would be to stick to the low

risk cakes.

I do know a girlfriend who does run a cake

decorating shop and she actually really

steers away from these – there was a trend

of having the cream filled tower for a

wedding cake, choux pastry filled with

cream with chocolate all over it – she said

it was a nightmare, not only was the cream

a problem but also you had to make it at

such short notice because it had to be so

fresh. That’s major pressure on the

morning of the wedding to actually get this

tower working and have the cream all fresh

– perhaps stick to low risk cakes.

So Rosemarie do you have any advice

regarding food storage?

How should I store my cakes?

Again, if you’re going to be looking at

storing the ingredients then most of the

ingredients can be stored at room

temperature it is about having a clean area,

dry, relatively cool so it doesn’t go up and

down in temperature. One of the other

things is to make sure that all of the

packaging is intact. If the ingredients have

been opened then make sure they have

been properly sealed again and that’s just

to avoid any contamination getting into the

ingredients. But then if you’ve got things

that need to be chilled, it’s just making sure

that the fridge is working really well and

the best practice is the temperature at 5

degrees. Everything in the fridge needs to

be coloured and you store raw foods at the

bottom and ready to eat foods at the top.

That way you avoid cross contamination.

So what about use-by dates – could you

recommend a system to ensure the least

amount of waste?

What is the difference between a
use-by date and a best before date?

I think this is also a big problem because

people get very confused about the date

coding that is marked on food. The food

manufacturer, the person who is preparing

the ingredients, has got to select either the

use-by date or the best before date on the

product and it is all about microbiological

sensitivity of the food. So a use-by date will

go on mainly the foods that are refrigerated

– butter, margarine, cream, cheese – those

sorts of things and the use-by date is there

to actually say that it must be used by that

date and after that date it must be thrown

away. The use-by date is very much a health

issue as there is a possibility that some

contamination may have grown over the

actual shelf life of the product. When we

come to best before dates, this is all about

quality and it’s generally again foods which

are long life, stored at room temperature

and the manufacturer is saying that the food

is going to be at its finest condition if you

use it and consume it before that date but

it could still be okay afterwards.

But it doesn’t tell you for how long though?

No it doesn’t tell you for how long. So it’s

then down to ourselves and home bakers

to actually check them before they’re used

to make sure they’re not spoiled in any way.

Spoilage in terms of the colour, the texture,

the smell and the taste of the food is all

okay. This can include flour, jam, oats, oil,

dried fruit, all the selection of possible cake

ingredients. It’s just about making sure that

anything you use is actually okay to use.
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Also, the other thing we have to do is make

sure we read what it says in the packaging

because sometimes it will say once

opened, store in a fridge. We have to think

about that.

The other favourite thing that bakers do

is get a nice plastic storage container and

pour the contents of their packet into

the storage container and throw away

the packet so then the use-by is in the

rubbish bin so we don’t actually know.

Maybe they should clip off the use by date

and actually pop it in the pot with the

flour or whatever. 

If it’s flour and any other ingredients then

it’s going to be a best before date, so that’s

a good idea to do that. Or mark the

outside of the container.

Brilliant, so what could we be aware of to

cook food safely?

This is fairly straightforward common

sense but obviously when you’re going to

cook a cake you’re going to cook it all the

way through and if you’re cooking a big

fruit cake you want to see that the centre

is actually cooked and we usually use a

skewer to test the centre of the cake so

that it’s actually clean, it’s cooked.

So it’s using common sense then is it? So

have you got any recommendations for

labelling food for reselling?

How should I label my food 
before selling?

Well I think this is about, if you were

making a particular cake for a wedding, it’s

really agreeing what the customer wants in

terms of that they understand what the

ingredients are in the cake. This is all related

to whether people suffer from allergic

reactions. It’s absolutely making sure that

the customer knows what the ingredients

are and that they’re happy with them.

So in terms of giving a cake to an individual

customer, we need to tell them about the

allergies. If we were going to sell cupcakes

in some cellophane with a little bow around

them and take them off to the farmers

market I’m guessing then we’re selling them

to the general public and then we really

have to list exactly what’s in them.

There are some labelling regulations and

what the requirement is there should be an

ingredients list and the ingredient list should

start with the largest ingredient and go right

down to the smallest in descending order

and it must be like that in all the lists of the

ingredients. If for instance you used

margarine in the cake then all the

ingredients of margarine need to be shown

so you put in brackets.

Okay, that would be a really long list

wouldn’t it?

Well it could be yes. But then one of the

other things that is actually part of the

labelling regulations now is that you have

to give allergen advice. Underneath the

ingredients list, you need to state that this

product contains particular allergens if you

actually suffer with them. There’s quite a

list – there’s actually 14 different allergens

that, by law, we have to give allergy advice

on and of course in terms of cakes, it’s

things like cereals containing gluten, eggs,

milk, nuts, peanuts separately, sesame

seeds, other things that are related to

crustaceans – lobster, fish, mustard, soya.

It’s quite a long list.

So that is if you’re taking them off to the

farmers market and selling them to the

general public. If John Smith comes up and

says “can you cook a cake for my brother,

it’s his birthday” or whatever, you wouldn’t

have to do this?
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No but you’ve got to make them aware

that these are the ingredients and what the

allergens are. 

So have you got any advice on what we need

to be aware of when we’re transporting our

cakes now we’ve made them?

How can I transport my cakes safely
and hygienically?

Well again, particularly with the low risk

cakes, it’s actually that they are protected

properly – they are protected from

contamination.  You don’t have to have a

chilled temperature but it’s making sure

the temperature is cool and dry and not a

big fluctuation of temperature. If you were

going to transport high risk cakes then

they would have to be transported at a

required temperature.

Yes, refrigerated boxes.

It is about that you’re not transporting

them in a car or a pick-up that’s not clean,

it has to be a clean area. 

Again, it’s common sense isn’t it really. If

the kitchen inspectors come and inspect

your kitchen the last thing you would do

is take your cake out in a box and put it in

the area where your dog normally sits in

the back. 

Yes, exactly.

So is there anything, I guess it’s common

sense again, upon delivery when you get to

the reception, could be a wedding or could

be a party or the celebration area. What

would you advise we do to keep our

products safe?

How can I deliver my cakes safely 
and hygienically?

Still it’s about a suitable storage area so the

cakes are protected from contamination. So

you really want the cake to be covered until

the time that they’re actually going to be

displayed for service. 

I did deliver a cake once; it was a golf club

cake, a golf bag so it was quite tall and thin

with golf clubs in it. I assumed that

everybody would use their common sense

but the cake got taken into the hot kitchen

and put by the hot stove and by the time

they came to eat it, it looked like the

leaning tower of Pisa. And you never

believed that you’d have to say “store this

in a cool place because it’s got lots of

butter cream in it” but the caterers had

just put it by the hot stoves and it was a

hot summer night as well. It got eaten

anyway but I learnt a lesson – always

assume that people don’t know. 

So if the listeners wanted to get a

certificate in food hygiene what course of

action would you recommend? 

How can I get a certificate in 
food hygiene?

Well there are always two views to this

because people can attend a face-to-face

course where there’s a trainer and a few

people coming to that course so it’s a public

course and there can be a local provider

like a college or a private training company

doing that. This would mean attendance for

one day at a college or training venue. The

plus to this is that the home baker would

meet other people from other food

businesses so it gives them some

networking. But the disadvantages are that

the dates might be inconvenient, it might

not happen very often, the distance that the

person has to travel can be quite far and the
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costs of the course can be quite high as

well. The costs to the person are not just

the cost of the course, they might have had

to spend money on childcare or something

like that.

Yes it all adds up.

So the alternative is to do an online course

through a computer through the web and

it means that the training can be done at a

convenient time to the person at a pace to

suit them. The costs are considerably

cheaper than attending a public course. I

would certainly recommend if people want

to do an online course to do it with Virtual

College because the course is so good.

If you did the Virtual College course and

you completed it, do you still have access

to your modules, can you click back and

remind yourself what you’re doing?

Yes.

So once you’ve bought it, you’ve always got

access to it provided you’ve got access to

a computer and internet obviously? 

Yes, that’s very helpful.

That’s the good thing about online learning

because if you went to a one day course,

not everything that you learnt that day

would be relevant at that particular point

in time. Then you go home and start

working on your cake decorating business

and suddenly you think “I remember

somebody telling me something about

that” and if it was a one day course that’s

now gone. If it’s online you can check it up

and check what you were taught and that’s

perfect isn’t it because you can review the

material really easily so that’s an excellent

idea. So Rosemarie do you think there’s

anything else that we might have missed

that might help our listeners? 

Who do I need to inform if I’m starting
a food business?

I think the most important thing that I

would actually say about this is that it is

about your local Environmental Health

Department. You’re going to have to

register your business when you’re starting

out - to the local Environmental Health

Department and they are there to give

advice and help people with being able to

set up a business and register it. They’ve got

lots of information that they can offer,

there’s a tremendous amount of free

information and leaflets available from the

Food Standards Agency as well which you

can order or download on the internet. So

just make sure that you’ve got all of the

information that you need. And also the

other thing I must say is that if somebody

is going to start a business they have to

register that business 28 days before they

can start making and selling cakes. 

So that’s something to be aware of.

Absolutely brilliant, that has been so useful

and very helpful and I’ve learnt things today

that I didn’t know before so it’s been

absolutely brilliant. Thank you so much.

That’s absolutely great.

So thank you so much, that was Dr

Rosemarie Pearson and she is the Food

Safety and Hygiene Expert so thank you

ever so much Rosemarie. 
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